
New Guidelines 
May Facilitate Hospital Mergers 

BY DAVID A. ETTINGER, JD 

O 
n April 2, 1992, the U.S. Justice De
partment (DOJ) and Federal Trade 
Commiss ion ( F T C ) issued their 
revised 1992 Merger Guidelines, set

ting forth the federal agencies' antitrust analysis 
of mergers, acquisitions, and consolidations 
involving competitors.1 The 1992 guidelines con
tain substantial information, both positive and 
negative, for hospitals contemplating transactions 
with competitors. 

Most significantly, the 1992 guidelines appear 
to deemphasize the role of market share in ana
lyzing hospital and other mergers. Market share 
was previously the most important factor in 
merger analysis, but now other factors, including 
the likelihood of anticompetitive effects, may be 
equally important. As James F. Rill, head of the 
DOJ Antitrust Division when the 1992 guide
lines were issued, stated: 

There currently is growing recognition, in 
the new Guidelines and elsewhere, that it is 
conduct, not structure, that causes anti
competitive effects, although structure can 
influence the likely effect of conduct . 
Accordingly, the new Guidelines treat con
centration [market share] not as an end in 
itself, but as an indicator that needs to be 
interpreted and considered along with 
other market factors.2 

This change in the government's approach to 
mergers may offer a significant opportunity to 
hospitals with high market shares that have con
sidered, and rejected, pursuing transactions with 
competitors. Under the new guidelines, some of 
these transactions may well be defensible. 

However, not all antitrust enforcement officials 
appear to agree with Rill's view that other factors 
are of equal importance to market share in a 
merger analysis. The FTC may interpret this and 
other provisions of the guidelines differently. 
Thus, although the changes in the guidelines may 
prove important to hospitals, the success of a par-
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ticular transaction could also depend on which 
antitrust agency reviews it. 

MARKET SHARE ANALYSIS 
One of the most important changes in the 1992 
guidelines concerns their treatment of the parties' 
market shares, as reflected in the Herfindahl-
Hirschmann Index (HHI ) . The HHI measures 
the degree of "concentration" (the size of the 
market shares and number of competitors) in a 
market. This is calculated by squaring the market 
shares of the parties in a market after a merger. 
The 1984 guidelines indicated that the govern
ment would "likely" challenge a transaction 
where the posttransaction H H I ranged from 
1,000 to 1,800 with an increase of 100 or more 
resulting from the transaction. 

Many hospital t ransact ions would create 
increases that fall into this range. For example, a 
merger of two hospitals in a market with eight 
hospitals of equal size would result in an H H I of 
about 1,560, with an increase of 312. As a matter 
of practice, however, challenges in this H H I 
range have been rare. The 1992 guidelines now 
simply say that mergers in this range "potentially 
raise significant competitive concerns," depend
ing on the other factors mentioned in the guide
lines. 

The 1984 guidelines stated that transactions 
with postacquisition HHIs greater than 1,800 
and an increase of 100 or more would be chal
lenged except in "extraordinary circumstances." 
(These H H I levels could be reached in markets 
with as many as six or seven competitors.) The 
1992 guidelines indicate that for such transac
tions, a challenge will be "presumed," but that 
this presumption can be rebutted by the other 
factors. 

The agencies have assessed the relative impor
tance of concentration quite differently. Charles 
James, now acting head of the DOJ's Antitrust 
Division, has emphasized that "concentration is 
merely the starting point" in merger analysis, 
since the assessment of likely competitive effects 
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plays an "equal" role.3 However, Kevin J. Arquit, 
head of the FTC's Bureau of Competition, states 
that "the 1992 Guidelines represent basic conti
nuity with the earlier Guidelines' approach"4 and 
"retain the prior Guidelines' concept that market 
concentration is fundamental to establishing the 
level of competitive concerns about a merger."5 

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF MARKETS 
The 1992 guidelines also provide a basis for fur
ther analysis of the markets in which hospital 
transactions take place. Market definition, espe
cially geographic market definition, is critical to 
analyses of many hospital mergers, since, in most 
cases, the larger the market, the lower the market 
shares and HHI levels. The 1992 guidelines do 
not, in most respects, significantly change the 
1984 guidelines' treatment of market definition; 
however, the new guidelines do stipulate that the 
relevant market include, among others, so-called 
uncommitted entrants—firms that would likely 
begin to participate in the market within one year 
if prices were to rise a small but significant 
amount. 

Hospital markets often include such uncom
mitted entrants, since a hospital can "enter" a 
new geographic area by such relatively inexpen
sive activities as expanding specialist outreach 
programs, establishing satellite clinics and educa
tional programs, and increasing contacts with 
local hospitals and physicians in the new area. 
Some attorneys and economists have considered 
these factors as appropriate in defining relevant 
hospital markets. The 1992 guidelines confirm 
this analysis. Of course, such an "expansion" of 
the market will support arguments that a merger 
involves low shares and is not likely to lead to 
antitrust concerns. 

COMPETITIVE EFFECTS 
The 1992 guidelines develop in much greater 
detail the factors other than concentration that 
can affect analysis of a transaction. One of these 
factors—the likelihood that the market will be 
conducive to collusion after the transaction—was 
contained in the 1984 guidelines. But it is 
emphasized and discussed in much greater detail 
in the 1992 guidelines, which refer to collusion as 
"coordinated interaction." 

Among other things, the 1992 guidelines (like 
the 1984 guidelines) suggest that the existence of 
past collusion in a market will be very significant 
in determining whether the transaction will be 
challenged. Thus analysts of a hospital merger 
should carefully consider the history of contacts 
between competitors in the market to determine 
the possibility of collusion. 
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The 1992 guidelines appear to limit the signifi
cance of large buyers in merger analysis, suggest
ing that their presence is important only in cer
tain circumstances affecting the likelihood of col
lusion. This contrasts with a number of recent 
decisions in which courts approved mergers 
involving high market shares primarily because oi~ 
the procompetitive influence of large buyers in 
the market." This difference is crucial to hospitals, 
since large buyers of hospital services such as 
major payers and employers can substantially 
affect hospital markets, even those with high mar
ket shares. However, the guidelines may be less 
important than the case law in this area. 

A new subject in the 1992 guidelines concerns 
a merger's effect on the merged firm's ability to 
raise its prices unilaterally. The 1992 guidelines 
indicate a challenge may be more likely under 
some circumstances where firms in the market sell 
distinctive products or services, and the merging 
firms' products or services are most similar. They 
suggest that a merger may have anticompetitive 
effects if: 

1. A firm merges with or acquires the competi
tor that produces the goods or services which are 
the closest substitutes for those of the firm. 

2. The merging firms have a combined market 
share of at least 35 percent. 

3. The other firms in the market cannot easily 
reposition themselves to provide good substitutes 
for the products or services of the merging firms. 

The theory behind this provision is that pur
chasers who prefer the services of the two merg
ing firms may not have a good second choice 
after the merger. As a result, the merging firms 
may be able to raise prices, even when other com
petitors are in the market. The government has 
used this argument occasionally in the past, but it 
may become more prevalent now that it is for
mally contained in the guidelines. 

It is possible that the government could 
attempt to apply this analysis to hospital mergers, 
since hospitals frequently offer distinctive ser
vices. For example, a transaction involving two 
hospitals that arc close to each other, but far away 
from other hospitals in the market, might receive 
close attention from the government. The theory 
might be that, after the merger, persons living 
close to the two merging hospitals would not be 
inclined to use other hospitals because of their 
greater distance. Under this theory the transac
tion might therefore permit the merging hospitals 
to raise prices and still retain their business. 

Similarly, if the two merging hospitals for the 
most part shared the same medical staff and the 
other hospitals in the market had mostly different 
physicians on their medical Staffs, the government 
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might be concerned about the transaction. Under 
the guidelines' analysis, if patients did not wish to 
switch to hospitals at which their doctors did not 
practice, the merging hospitals might be able to 
raise prices and still retain their patients. In these 
circumstances, hospital mergers could pose con
cerns, even where the relevant HHI levels were 
under 1,800. However, to date this theory has 
not been accepted by the courts. 

EFFICIENCIES 
Under the 1992 guidelines one factor in hospital 
merger analysis—the creation of efficiencies as a 
result of the merger—could grow in significance. 
The 1984 guidelines stated that efficiencies 
would be considered only when "clear and con
vincing" evidence of their importance existed. 
This phrase is absent from the 1992 guidelines, 
which indicate only that the merging parties cany 
the burden of proof with regard to efficiencies. 
Rill of the DOJ has indicated that this change 
reflects a conclusion that the "skepticism" con
cerning efficiencies in the 1984 guidelines was 
inappropriate. 

The FTC, however, is apparently still skeptical 
about claims that mergers will increase efficiency. 
Arquit states that, in a defense of a "competitively 
troubling merger, . . . it is appropriate to limit 
significantly the ability of parties to justify the 
transaction on efficiency grounds."7 

Additionally, the agencies may differ as to 
whether the benefits of increased efficiency will 
be credited if they are not passed on to con
sumers. Some government officials had previous
ly required that gains from improved efficiencies 
be passed on to consumers in the form of lower 
prices before they would be considered relevant 
to merger analysis. Rill suggests this requirement 
will no longer be applied. Again, however, state
ments by FTC officials indicate that the FTC will 
be more inclined to credit the purported efficien
cies when they are likely passed on to consumers. 

Despite the differences between die two agen
cies, efficiencies are still a major factor in merger 
analysis—perhaps the most critical one in defend
ing a merger between competing hospitals in a 
market with few competitors. 

FINANCIAL WEAKNESS 
The 1992 guidelines appear to make it more diffi
cult for firms to argue that their financial weak
ness is relevant to analysis of a merger. Unlike the 
1984 guidelines, the new guidelines explicitly 
consider financial weakness only in connection 
with the "failing firm" defense, which is likely to 
apply in limited circumstances. The 1992 guide
lines eliminate the 1984 provision that financial 
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weakness can be considered in deciding whether a 
firm's market share overstates its competitive 
strength. This change could signal governmental 
skepticism about financial weakness arguments in 
mergers. 

It appears, however, that the DOJ considers 
the new guidelines to be neutral on the relevance 
of a firm's financial condition. Statements by 
James indicate that the elimination of the "finan
cial weakness" reference was editorial, rather than 
substantive.8 Again, the FTC has a different view. 
Arquit has stated that the elimination of the 1984 
section "Financial Condition of Firms in the 
Relevant Market" from the new guidelines means 
that "poor financial condition, standing alone 
and short of imminent failure, [cannot] justify an 
anticompetitive merger."' 

Despite the differences between the two agen
cies, financial weakness may still be a critical fac
tor in many hospitals' decisions to merge. The 
FTC's comments indicate that its officials will be 
more interested in financial weakness as a symp
tom of an underlying structural problem, than as 
an independent reason to discount a hospital's 
market share. 

MORE THAN MARKET SHARES 
On balance, the 1992 guidelines suggest that an 
evaluation of a hospital merger cannot proceed 
simply on the basis of a mechanical application of 
market shares. Parties interested in pursuing a 
merger should—at the beginning of the planning 
process—carefully examine the merging hospitals, 
their history* and the market in which they oper
ate. This kind of examination can maximize the 
possibility of success, even for a merger involving 
hospitals with high market shares. D 
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